packIQ is the world’s leading Third Party Packaging (3PP) company, providing innovative, technologically advanced, sustainable packaging solutions for manufacturing companies.

Our experienced packaging engineers work with you to deliver:

- Ground-breaking technology and Web-based systems for a single point of contact for all your packaging needs
- Creative solutions to address unique packaging requirements
- The most up-to-date packaging materials and innovative solutions
- “Green” sustainable and reusable packaging strategies

packIQ offers flexible acquisition options as part of our Outsourced Packaging Service, such as per use, leasing or rental. Continuing our technology-enabled outsourced packaging service with flexible acquisition options enables packIQ to work with large manufacturers who are still using expendable packaging to convert their supplier component and finished goods packaging to sustainable packaging strategy. The means upfront savings without upfront costs.

Who Uses packIQ?

packIQ’s customers are manufacturers requiring innovative packaging solutions in such industries as Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Heavy Truck, Lawn and Garden, Portable Storage and Power Sports.

Working For You

Our team works to address your unique packaging requirements. We develop innovative solutions to help you transition from expendable packaging to sustainable, returnable alternatives, all very much in phase with your solutions. Soon your company will be packaging smarter, operating more efficiently, and saving money on waste.

Working With You

packIQ’s team of talented engineers is ready to address your unique packaging needs with innovative, cost-saving systems that help you and your business sense. Partnering with us will help you reduce your packaging costs and improve service to your customers.

You don’t need to think about packaging anymore — we have the expertise and experience to create the right packaging solutions for your business.

Thinking outside the box
Packaging is our business. We develop delivering solutions so you don’t have to. With PackIQ’s experts delivering customer-focused managed services and engineered packaging, we will work with you to design a customized cost-saving system. Whether you’re looking to improve your packaging, we will work with you to design a customized cost-saving system.

Advantages over Competitive Packaging Systems

- Reusable and re-usable
- Flexible design and engineering
- Competitive pricing and the lowest cost alternative when returnable program cannot be justified

Returnable Plastic Totes and Bulk Containers

- A variety of containers available through our different strategic partners
- Customized designs provide exact specifications and can be customized with your corporate colors and branded with your company’s logo.

Clip-Lok in the Military

Clip-Lok has worked in close co-operation with the military and national armies to find solutions which ensure safe and cost-effective packaging solutions for their needs. Operational requirements often require a close understanding and co-operation between Clip-Lok and the military. The versatility of the Clip-Lok system enables us to solve all your problems, while offering all significative savings and early investment payback, usually within three years.

Environmentally Friendly
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Thinking outside the box

Working For You
Our team works to address your unique packaging requirements. We develop innovative solutions to help you streamline processes, leverage technology and reduce costs. We work with you to transition from expensive packaging to sustainable, expense-saving solutions. Our engineers will help you develop solutions to address your unique packaging needs.

Packing It Up
packIQ's team of talented engineers is ready to address your unique packaging needs. We will work with you to develop a package that meets your needs and saves you money. We will help you streamline your processes, reduce costs and improve service to your customers.

Who Uses packIQ?
packIQ's customers are manufacturers requiring innovative packaging solutions in such industries as Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Heavy Truck, Lawn and Garden, Portable Storage and Power Sports. We work with companies who are looking to streamline their processes, reduce costs and improve service to their customers.

Working With You
packIQ offers flexible acquisition options as part of our Outsourced Packaging Service, such as per use, leasing or rental. Our expertise in technology-enabled outsourcing, combined with flexible acquisition options, enables packIQ to work with large manufacturers who are looking to streamline their packaging processes without upfront costs.

packIQ is the world's leading Third Party Packaging (3PP) company, providing innovative, technologically advanced, sustainable packaging solutions for manufacturing companies. Our experienced packaging engineers work with you to deliver:

- Ground-breaking technology and Web-based systems for a single point of contact for all your packaging needs
- Creative solutions to address unique packaging requirements
- "Green" sustainable and reusable packaging strategies

Our team works to address your unique packaging requirements. We develop innovative solutions to help you streamline processes, leverage technology and reduce costs. We work with you to transition from expensive packaging to sustainable, expense-saving solutions. Our engineers will help you develop solutions to address your unique packaging needs.

packIQ offers flexible acquisition options as part of our Outsourced Packaging Service, such as per use, leasing or rental. Our expertise in technology-enabled outsourcing, combined with flexible acquisition options, enables packIQ to work with large manufacturers who are looking to streamline their packaging processes without upfront costs.

Thinking outside the box
Packaging Systems: Advantages over Competitive Packaging Systems

- Re-usable and durable
- Space-saving and stacking
- Eliminates waste disposal costs at the end of each trip
- Low cost maintenance with simple replacement of components
- Customized design provide cost savings and reduces breakage
- Quick and fast delivery without special tools or power

Customized Cases
Clip-Lok has worked in close co-operation with a number of NATO forces to ensure security and logistical requirements.

Clip-Lok in the Military
Clip-Lok has worked closely with many of the world's leading armed forces in many countries to ensure consistent internal quality requirements, including equipment, and logistics services are designed and built to meet the specific demands of the military.

PackIQ has gained in all sectors of industry for its efficiency and reliability over two decades. Its unique design and construction have proved their cost-efficiency and reliability over two decades.

PackIQ's management and tracking system offers on-demand reporting, performance metrics and consistent monitoring. It enables us to solve all your problems, while affording you significant savings and early investment payback.

PackIQ is dedicated to protecting the environment by designing and manufacturing environmentally friendly products from recyclable materials. Clip-Lok boxes are designed to be reusable which alleviates concerns over waste disposal and are becoming a standard at many environmentally responsible corporations around the globe.

Advantages over Competitive Packaging Systems

- Re-usable and durable
- Space-saving and stacking
- Eliminates waste disposal costs at the end of each trip
- Low cost maintenance with simple replacement of components
- Customized design provide cost savings and reduces breakage
- Quick and fast delivery without special tools or power

Clip-Lok is the exclusive American supplier of the unique packaging system used by a patented, collapsible plywood box held together by heavy duty steel spring clips.

Clip-Lok SimPak™ is a reusable, cost-saving packaging system, which is strong, easy to assemble and environmentally friendly. Clip-Lok is designed to meet specific requirements for every product. Our collapsible plywood containers have proved their cost-efficiency and reliability over two decades.

Our sales and engineering design experts are dedicated to providing you with tailor made solutions to all your packaging requirements, whether your need is for reusable or one-way packaging, we will work with you to design a customized cost-saving system.

The versatility of the Clip-Lok system enables us to solve all your problems, while affording you significant savings and early investment payback, usually within three trips.

Clip-Lok boxes are strong and durable. The boxes and spring steel clips have been tested by official institutes around the world and have met the most stringent standards.

- United Nations approval for the transport of dangerous goods
- Armed forces accredited in number of countries
- Strong enough to stack up to ten high when loaded, without racking
- Official drop tests repeatedly prove the stability of box and clips
- ISO 9000 or equivalent awarded or applied for in a number of countries

Packaging systems:

- Environmentally Friendly
- Designed to protect the environment by designing and manufacturing environmentally friendly products from recyclable materials.

- Clip-Lok boxes are designed to be reusable which alleviates concerns over waste disposal and are becoming a standard at many environmentally responsible corporations around the globe.

- Delivering quality packaging in a business: Delivering solutions so you don't have to. With engineered packaging, our experts design solutions so you don't have to. With engineered packaging, our experts design.
PackIQ is dedicated to protecting the environment by designing and manufacturing environmentally friendly products from recyclable materials. Clip-Lok boxes are designed to be reusable which alleviates concerns over waste disposal and are becoming a standard at many environmentally responsible corporations around the globe.

Packaging & our business. We develop solutions so you don’t have to. With engineering expertise, our in-house design prototypes, test and deliver:

Reusable Packaging — ideal for light to medium duty applications that don’t require returnable packaging. We can provide:

- Moisture-proof for electronics (if needed), a dedicated Program Manager and operational personnel (onsite), and operational personnel (onsite), and
- On-demand reporting, performance metrics and consistent monitoring

Expendable Packaging — providing you with the lowest cost alternative when reusable packaging cannot be justified.

Returnable Plastic Totes and Bulk Containers — a variety of pallets, totes and drums available at any given time.

PackIQ’s management and tracking service brings packaging solutions to that next level for your business.
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packIQ is the world’s leading Third Party Packaging (3PP) company, providing innovative, technologically advanced, sustainable packaging solutions for manufacturing companies.

Our experienced packaging engineers work with you to deliver:

- Ground-breaking technology and Web-based systems for a single point of contact for all your packaging needs
- Creative solutions to address unique packaging requirements
- The most up-to-date packaging materials and innovative solutions
- “Green” sustainable and reusable packaging strategies

Working For You

Our team works to address your unique packaging requirements. We develop innovative solutions to help reduce waste. We offer flexible acquisition options, including per use, leasing or rental. packIQ has developed a transition from expendable packaging to sustainable, cost-saving packaging with phased in solutions. Soon your company will be packaging smarter, operating more efficiently, and saving money on waste.

Working With You

packIQ offers flexible acquisition options, as part of our Outsourced Packaging Service, such as per use, leasing or rental. Continuing our technology-enabled outsourced packaging service with flexible acquisition options enables packIQ to work with large manufacturers who are still using expendable packaging to convert their supplier component and finished goods packaging to sustainable packaging strategy. The more upfront savings without upfront costs.

Packing It Up

packIQ’s team of talented engineers is ready to address your unique packaging needs with innovative, cost-saving solutions that make good business sense. Relying on our expertise will help you lower your packaging costs and improve service to your customers.

You don’t need to think about packaging anymore — we have the expertise and experience to create the right packaging solutions for your business.

Who Uses packIQ?

packIQ’s customers are manufacturers requiring innovative packaging solutions in such industries as Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Heavy Truck, Lawn and Garden, Portable Storage and Power Sports.

Working With You

packIQ offers flexible acquisition options as part of our Outsourced Packaging Service, such as per use, leasing or rental. Combining our technology-enabled outsourced packaging service with flexible acquisition options enables packIQ to work with large manufacturers who are still using expendable packaging to convert their supplier component and finished goods packaging to sustainable packaging strategy. The more upfront savings without upfront costs.